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Introduction
IT is looking to
optimize its use of
infrastructure and
improve application
development and
deployment, leading
to the adoption of the
cloud paradigm

With the transition towards a Software Deﬁned
Data Center (SDDC), IT aspires to ﬁnd the best
combination of features and beneﬁts to meet
current business needs. IT is looking to
optimize its use of infrastructure and improve
application development and deployment,
leading to the adoption of the Cloud paradigm,
which brings business value with:

Greater agility
The ability to adjust to ever-changing technology and business requirements is inherent to the
new IT organization that has recently shifted
from being a back-oﬃce infrastructure driven
organization, to a customer-driven organization with business continuity and user-experience at the forefront.

Growth

As systems become more distributed and modular, rapid scalability to meet customer and
end-user demands becomes a critical component of IT operations.

Cost eﬃciency
Whether looking at hardware costs or at operational expenses, it's clear that IT must improve
its cost structure. Automation, inclusion of
commodity hardware, and the adoption of user
self-service tools for customer-driven activities
give IT the means to make this happen.

Stratoscale Symphony provides all the functionality and features required to easily deploy
and manage cloud environments. Located at
the crossroad of hyperconverged and Cloud,
Stratoscale Symphony is an adaptable, expandable, and holistic software only solution. Overcoming the siloed data center; the compute,
storage, and networking pools are completely
integrated and are presented transparently as
a single converged resource, with built-in management tools and a set of standard APIs.
Based on powerful, reliable, and fully extensible OpenStack technology, Stratoscale Symphony is setting the standard for agility, resilience and seamless integration. With full
support for OpenStack APIs, Stratoscale can
easily integrate with ecosystem products and
technologies, and allow your Datacenter to
meet the needs of your organization, instead of
the other way around.
Stratoscale Symphony can be up and running in
minutes, removing cumbersome integration,
long project times, high TCO and risk of failure,
when implemented to support various multiple
use cases including private cloud, DevTest, Big
Data, public cloud, VDI, ROBO, Infrastructure
Refresh and more. The solution provides the
agility, scalability and cost eﬀectiveness that
oﬀer an all-inclusive Software Deﬁned Data
Center.
This document describes Stratoscale Symphony’s high-level architecture and functionalities,
highlighting its unique capabilities that enable
customers to build and deploy a Software
Deﬁned Data Center that runs a cloud environment.
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Architecture
Stratoscale Symphony is based on a microservices
architecture that builds up the control and data
planes. The microservices-based architecture has
compute, storage, networking, control and management all running on top of the same
hardware.
Microservices are utilized for the user-service deployment, system and services monitoring, healing and
reporting to build up the control plane. The control
plane is federated across the infrastructure to
achieve resiliency, high availability, and continuous
scalability. The microservices are distributed across
the nodes of the cluster themselves; therefore,
no dedicated hardware is required to control and
monitor the cluster.
The architecture allows for easy scale-out by adding
additional servers to the cluster. New resources and
nodes can be added into the cluster at any time - and
without interruption to the remaining resources in
the cluster itself. The solution includes automatic
self-adjustment across all resources to accommodate
both introduction of new resources and reallocation
of existing resources. Manual re-balancing is also
available for those conﬁgurations where more direct
control over resource allocation is preferred.

Microservices architecture is
designed to achieve resiliency,
high availability and continuous
scalability
High Level Architecture

Running on any X86 hardware
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Compute Hypervisor

Flexibility to choose how to
package and deploy workloads,
using either VMs or containers

Stratoscale Symphony’s powerful compute capabilities
arise from the built-in Symphony hypervisor, removing
the need for third-party hypervisors to be independently
installed, conﬁgured, licensed and managed. The hypervisor is based on an enhanced KVM with advanced patented technology, to improve cluster management and add
highly optimized resource utilization. Installed directly on
bare-metal hardware, the hypervisor provides uniﬁed and
complete virtualization for compute, storage and networking with no need for additional third-party software.
The hypervisor’s main roles include managing the workloads and virtual machine (VM) lifecycles. This provides
the additional beneﬁt of being able to choosing how to
package and deploy workloads, using either VMs or containers within the same ecosystem; further simplifying
management tasks and reducing TCO for the organization.
With direct access to the server’s resources, the hypervisor ensures enterprise-grade virtualization of any application. This gives you the ability to build and fully control a
scalable, agile, yet simple to manage private cloud for all
your applications, containers and other aspects of your
SDDC. As such, many mechanisms are natively provided
to allow for total control and extreme eﬃciency, including:
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Memory Optimization

Advanced memory
optimization techniques
designed to improve
eﬃciency by increasing
workload (VM) density
per server

Memory Deduplication
An advanced memory optimization technique
designed to improve eﬃciency by increasing
workload (VM) density per server. Memory
deduplication allows VMs with identical
memory blocks to keep a single, common block
in memory; a typical example is operating
system memory blocks. To improve memory
utilization using over-commit mechanisms,
Stratoscale continuously scans memory pages
on each server to identify duplicate pages that
contain the same content. Duplicate pages are
merged and only one instance is kept.
Memory Compression and Eviction
Stratoscale automatically detects inactive
memory pages and compresses them. When
these pages are accessed by the VM, the pages
are decompressed. If they are not accessed for
a longer period of time, the compressed pages
are moved from the RAM to ﬂash if the ﬂash
storage is available, owhich frees up the
memory that was used.

Load Balancing
To improve eﬃciencies of resource utilization
and ongoing management, the hypervisor’s
load balancing optimizes system performance
and resource utilization:

Workload scheduler delivers smart workload
load-balancing and placement, by optimizing
workload placement based on the workload’s
deﬁned SLA, its resource requirements and the
target node’s load.
The solution dynamically rebalances running
VMs on the cluster. Rebalancing is based on a
novel live-migration mechanism. The solution
places a running VM on a certain node in the
cluster according to internal analysis of the
state of the cluster. When changes occur in the
system load, performance and scale, the solution automatically migrates the VM to another
node to rebalance and optimize the system
resources.
VM live migration is a complicated and very
important aspect of managing the cluster
and the VM life cycle. Stratoscale uses a novel
post-copy live migration technology that
enables the workload to start executing on
the destination, resulting in immediate
balance of resources and ensuring service
continuity for all workloads.
In addition to automatic placement for
optimization, the solution enables the
administrator to take control and determine
on which servers to run the VM, or to select
the destination when moving a VM from one
server to another.
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Over-provisioning
of resources is accomplished
while meeting the SLAs that
an administrator assigned to
a given VM
Policy based resource
allocation allows the system
administrator to focus on what
SLA an application should get

Optimize Resource
Utilization
Over-provisioning
Stratoscale manages the cluster as a shared
pool of resources and as such resources can be
loaned and borrowed from multiple servers
within the cluster, achieving a higher optimization ratio across cluster nodes. Over-provisioning of resources is accomplished while obeying
all administrator-deﬁned SLA's for individual
VM's, allowing for exceptional ﬂexibility.
Policy-Based Resource Allocation
A unique technology that was developed by
Stratoscale in order to guarantee the VM SLAs.
This policy based resource allocation allows the
system administrator to focus on the SLA that
an application should be assigned, instead of
focusing on how to conﬁgure the infrastructure’s bits and bytes to abide by the SLA. Symphony allocates workloads and performs rebalancing when needed to abide by these SLAs.
The VM’s SLA is deﬁned by the VM proﬁle. The
system manages has three built-in proﬁles:
• Reserved - Reserved VMs are top priority
VMs in the system. The system will reserve
resources for a Reserved VM, whether it is
using them or not, to ensure that they are
available whenever needed.

•

On Demand - On Demand VMs are allocated
resources according to the current demand
on the node. On Demand VMs have no guaranteed allocation of resources. They will,
however, receive any available resources in
the system that are not being used by
Reserved VM’s.

•

Spot - Spot VMs run and receive resources on
the system as long as free resources exist.
This happens when higher priority VMs do
not use all the system resources.

Workload Import
Migrating workloads from legacy environments to
Stratoscale Symphony is a built in, straightforward process. Migrating Microsoft Windows
workloads is a robust process, allowing you to
manually install the drivers - booting the VM using
the IiDE driver and supporting Windows
cloud-init. In addition, native support for importing Hyper-V workloads is included to improve the
deployment process.
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Storage
Stratoscale Symphony includes a comprehensive storage functionality that is highly scalable,
agile and ﬂexible while fully compatible with the
requirements of cloud computing, such as
resource pooling, scale-out performance monitoring and more.

Stratoscale manages all of storage
pools via a single pane of glass
Comprehensive storage functionality
that is highly scalable, agile and ﬂexible

To fully respond to all storage requirements,
Stratoscale oﬀers a hybrid, software-deﬁned
storage approach. The built-in storage system
manages storage devices (HDD, SSD’s etc.) in a
hyperconverged paradigm; in addition, external
storage appliances can be added when required.
Stratoscale dynamically conﬁgures and manages
all of these storage pools via a single pane of
glass. Segmentation and SLAs as well as conﬁguration of storage pools, disks, and volumes are
managed via the uniﬁed administration console,
with no need for cumbersome independent
conﬁguration ﬁles.
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High-performance
block storage service
is native to the
hypervisor to reduce
latency and overhead

Built-in Block Storage
Services

• Striping - segments the data, so that consecutive segments are stored on diﬀerent physical storage devices. This achieves better
performance through parallelism.

Symphony's distributed, high-performance
block storage service is native to the hypervisor
to reduce latency and overhead. It stripes all
Symphony volume data across available
storage devices in the rack, such as traditional
HDDs and ﬂash devices, to balance the load
and to increase throughput. Cross-disk replication assures durability in case of failure.

• Transferring - delivers the data it received
from the storage server(s) to the VM when
performing read operations.

The block storage system has three basic components - Storage Management, Storage Client
and a Storage Server.
Storage Management: Storage is managed in
two levels - the hardware storage devices and
the logical storage entities. The hardware
storage devices manager is responsible for the
life cycle and usage of physical disks in the
cluster. The logical storage manager manages
volumes, images, snapshots.

The Storage Server: maps the data to physical
devices, manages the disk partitions and
performs the actual read and write actions
from/to the disk. In addition, it executes the
instructions of the Storage Management
Service in the data recovery process.

Read/Write Data
Stratoscale utilizes the entire system as a
shared block storage for all workloads, regardless of their current location. To optimize
storage utilization in the cluster, the following
read/write processes are used:
1

Data is written in blocks; when a VM
wants to read or write to its storage
volume, the request arrives at the
Storage client that is located on the same
server.

• Routing - while writing the data to the relevant storage pool, based on the provisioning
and striping decisions made by the storage
controller, and invisible to installed applications and containers.

2

The Storage client knows where the
volume is physically located and contacts
the appropriate Storage Server, which
may also be local, but can seamlessly
handled by a diﬀerent node as well.

• Replication - creates replicas of the data
when performing write operations to ensure
resiliency.

3

The Storage Server then accesses the
physical disk and performs the requested
action.

The Storage Client manages the read/write
communication between a VM and the appropriate Storage Servers; it is responsible for:
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Snapshot & Clones

Properties

Images, volumes, snapshots and clones are
virtual storage resources that are managed as a
set of data pointers, which makes them very
eﬃcient data entities without sacriﬁcing reliability. With thin provisioning, Stratoscale ensures
that only actual written blocks consume storage;
allowing snapshots to be created at zero cost
and storage blocks that are only duplicated on
writes. Using this method, only snapshot diﬀerentials consume storage space, leading to
improved performance and higher resource
utilization ratios without sacriﬁcing performance.

• Easy addition of new vendors that are not in
the list

Integration with
External Storage
Stratoscale Symphony allows external storage
appliances from a variety of vendors, such as
EMC and NetApp, Inﬁnidat, IBM and more to be
seamlessly integrated in Symphony’s storage
pools. This enables organizations to:
• Integrate all storage management under a
single pane of glass
• Leverage the investment in existing storage
appliances while migrating to advanced infrastructure
• Create a comprehensive software-deﬁned
data center environment
• Signiﬁcantly improve storage capacity used by
deploying all available storage throughout the
cluster, including server-based HDDs and
SSDs

• External storage attachment via GUI
• All storage types are equal citizens managed
via the same API

Data protection
Stratoscale Symphony’s Data Protection services ensures business continuity should a
disaster occur. Protecting data is a breeze; to
simplify operations, IT admins can create as
many destination and protection plans as the
business requires, in just few minutes using an
intuitive GUI. Users can click the Protect button
and select the plans they want and are entitled
to apply.

Protect according to business needs
• Any Topology - Symphony allows for any
number of destination sites. Any source site
can serve as a destination site to other sites.
All of these sites can serve as active sites
running other workloads while allocating
some of their storage space as backup for
Symphony systems on other sites.
• Any Policy - For each site you can deﬁne the
protection policies with the frequency of
replication and number of snapshots to
retain. You can assign diﬀerent policies to
any protected resource or set of resources.
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Easy to automate: Automation of protection
and recovery management is achieved via a
comprehensive set of REST APIs that can be
incorporated into scripts or DevOps tools,
providing full control over data protection management and monitoring.
Lock Free: Data protection occurs at the block
level; the destination side of the service can
persist to the direct attached disks, but these
volumes can be moved later to any storage
appliance that is supported by OpenStack.
Non-intrusive: Never put your application and
workloads at risk; Symphony doesn't run
anything any service on your VMs, all operations
occur at the infrastructure level.
Eﬃcient on storage and network: Symphony
identiﬁes, replicates and persists the changes
from last snapshot, saving time and resources.
Single Pane of glass: Centralized management
across source and destination clusters irrespective of the cluster’s geographical location, all at
no additional cost.
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Networking
Together with compute and storage virtualization, network virtualization is a critical pillar in
Software Deﬁned Data Center architecture.
Network virtualization within a cloud is required
for an agile, programmable and policy-driven
infrastructure; as well as tenant isolation and
other operations.

Manage a wide range of traﬃc
types and services, all sharing
the same networking
infrastructure

Stratoscale implements a hyperconverged infrastructure where virtual machines, storage and
cloud management services all use the same
hardware resources, and communicate over a
shared Ethernet physical network. Stratoscale’s
network virtualization dynamically prioritizes the
traﬃc according to the deﬁned QoS requirements at any given time.
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Stratoscale features native networking virtualization that manages a wide range
of traﬃc types and services, all sharing the same networking infrastructure.
System traﬃc
Inter-node
(East-West)

Inter-cloud
(North-South)

Guest Traﬃc

Cloud management (1)
Block storage (2)
VM migration

VM to VM

User Interface (3)
Interface with 3rd parties
(Northbound API) (4)
Block storage DR

VM to the Internet

1

The user conﬁgures the cloud and consumes its resources using a rich web GUI
or CLI. This includes user and administrator operations like creating new VMs,
receiving health notiﬁcations and more.

3

The user conﬁgures the cloud and consumes its resources using a rich web GUI
or CLI. This includes user and administrator operations like creating new VMs,
receiving health notiﬁcations and more.

2

In addition, the system exposes the OpenStack API for simple integration with other
products such as CMPs (Cloud Management Platform), orchestrators, SDN controllers, networking devices and more.

4

In addition, the system exposes the
OpenStack API for simple integration with
other products such as CMPs (Cloud
Management Platform), orchestrators,
SDN controllers, networking devices and
more.
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Freedom of choice and
ﬂexibility to build and
conﬁgure the network
based on user preferences
Fast provisioning of network
services, enabling quick
application deployment
and migration

Managing Physical
Networks

Managing Virtual
Network

Stratoscale supports diverse physical network
conﬁgurations and network interfaces, and is
also vendor agnostic, oﬀering the freedom of
choice and ﬂexibility to build and conﬁgure the
network, based on administrative preferences.
To improve agility and deliver ease of use, the
system automatically detects the network interfaces available for use and conﬁgures IP
addresses.

Stratoscale network virtualization enables
creating, saving and deleting virtual networks
on demand without requiring reconﬁguration
of the underlying physical network elements.
This results in fast provisioning of network
services, enabling quick application deployment and migration.
Stratoscale networking virtualization exposes
the full set of OpenStack Neutron APIs, and
provides a wide range of L3/4 services; including, routing, ﬂoating IPs, DHCP, security groups
and ﬁrewalls.

Stratoscale features the ﬂexibility to aggregate
physical Ethernet ports to one or several logical
groups and dynamically assign traﬃc types to
them. An integrated QoS smartly prioritizes the
traﬃc on each logical port with automatic
bandwidth allocation for storage, VM mobility
and application traﬃc, decoupled from the
underlying physical networking hardware.
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Control &
Management
Stratoscale Symphony allows you to use all
the conﬁguration and control architecture
of a true SDDC platform, so that you can
build your own cloud data center, uniting a
collection of heterogeneous servers.

Manage and monitor the
entire environment, simplify
governance, and improve
operations

The control and management services are
distributed on the cluster nodes in order
to manage and monitor the entire
environment, simplify governance and
improve operations. The single set of
management services lets you centrally
monitor and administer all physical and
virtual resources as well as workloads.
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The control and management functions include:

High Availability

Server/Node Management

The solution is designed with a fully distributed
architecture and self-healing tools, ensuring
high availability and preventing data loss. In
addition, the system monitors resource
consumption and constantly assures workload
availability and performance, by automatically
balancing and rebalancing the load across the
cluster as needed. By performing high availability procedures, the solution ensures that no
data is lost and that the overall cluster operation remains intact.

The solution enables scaling out by adding
nodes, or suspending and removing nodes for
maintenance and upgrades, without downtime.
Stratoscale allows you to dynamically change
the cluster size after the initial installation
whenever desired, without impacting end-users.

Automatic load-balancing
The cluster management services include an
automatic load-balancing mechanism that
balances the workloads contained within the
cluster. This enables individual servers or the
entire system to accommodate unexpected
failures or spikes in resource usage without
compromising performance. The automatic
load balancing mechanism continuously monitors the system and migrates workloads from
nodes with high load (based on resource usage)
to nodes with low load. This leads to optimal
resource utilization where it is possible to have
a large number of idle VMs on one server/node,
while a much smaller set of high-performance
VMs on other servers/nodes. SLA metrics,
described earlier, can ensure that critical workloads will always receive necessary resources.

High Availability for virtual
machines
Protection against node failure with faster and
automated recovery, using a reliability management system.

Cluster health and operations
To ensure cluster high availability and resiliency, Stratoscale developed internal self-healing
mechanisms. Self-healing is based on a
predeﬁned set of events and alarms that presents the status and state of the system. Monitored actions, like workload creation and stopping or failure of a disk, are presented as events
with clearly deﬁned severity levels.
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Multi-Tenancy

Policy based management

To manage multiple customers, projects or
units within the same cluster but with strict
distinction and resource isolation, Stratoscale
allows the administrator to deﬁne users and
tenants (user groups) based on roles and privileges. This enables logical separation of
resources that each user will be able to view,
create and manage. This logical separation
ensures that security, performance, and capacity for each user can be prohibited from overrunning other tenant resource requirements in the
system.

Stratoscale manages resource and workload
placement automatically based on proﬁling and
policies, including aﬃnity and anti-aﬃnity rules
between VMs and nodes. This mechanism
includes smart object tagging, allowing the
administrator to smartly slice and dice (ﬁltration and grouping) for analysis and monitoring.

Quotas

Limit compute and networking resources per
tenants and projects.
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UI, APIs &
Integrations
Setting up and managing the Symphony cluster
does not require any special skills-set or training,
IT administrators can manage the platform with
a built-in comprehensive, centralized administration tool. This allows organizations to take
advantage of a powerful SDDC platform without
signiﬁcant investment of time and man-hours. A
single-pane-of-glass view places the full power of
the system within an easy-to-manage and intuitive interface. Procedures such as adding nodes,
creating workloads and management of resources are straight-forward and easily managed.

Setting up and managing the
Symphony cluster does not
require any special skills-set
or training

This creates a new datacenter experience by
providing an intuitive management of the cluster, workloads, networks, and volumes.
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Administrator Console
Using the administrator console, the administrator can conﬁgure the Network, Storage,
Guest Network, Quotas, Tenants, Projects and
more. Administrators can also:
• Monitor the cluster from a hardware,
software and virtual workloads perspective.
• Remediate ﬂows that allow the user to take
action and follow the progress.
• Create, suspend and migrate workloads.
• Managing network conﬁguration, isolation
and more.
• Slice and dice data graphically for advanced
analysis capabilities.

The Administrator API features:
• A full set of OpenStack APIs that covers all
functions, suitable for large scale recursive
operations to manage and monitor the
cluster and workloads running on it. APIs
allow integration with ecosystems like cloud
management platforms, OpenStack-compliant third-Party software and many other
utilities and tools.
• Complementary sets of admin level APIs
that complement OpenStack, to provide a
holistic management and monitoring experience.
• CLI - the Command Line Interface matches
the set of APIs intended for advanced operations.

The high level and detailed system information,
including status, performance, monitoring and
alerts enables drill-down views into the nodes
and workloads, and allows the administrators to
control and manage the cluster without any
special skills.

The APIs can also provide conﬁguration management; deal with workloads as admin, get
alarms, events and metrics and much more.

Administrator Console

For the end user, Stratoscale oﬀers an IaaS Self
Service API & Portal to manage workloads and
virtualization interfaces that create all your
compute, network and storage resources.

In addition to a fully functional Symphony
Administrator Console, the Symphony platform
includes deep API access. This allows administrators to go well beyond the point-and-click
operations of the web interface, and create
advanced run books and scripting to automate
operations and ﬁne-tune all aspects of the
cluster.

User API and
Self-Service Portal

The portal adds advanced monitoring capabilities including troubleshooting experience (metrics, events,and more.).
Users can run any application permitted by the
administrators on the cluster, and integrate
with third-party software using the OpenStack
APIs for automation, DevOps and more
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Installation and Prerequisites
Installation

Minimum Requirements

Stratoscale Symphony provides a unique installation
mechanism for installing any number of nodes
simultaneously, without diﬃculty in less than an
hour.

Stratoscale Symphony allows you to easily build your
cluster, starting from as few as three servers that can
easily scale-out when needed. The following prerequisites are required to successfully install Stratoscale
Symphony:

Since the installation is symmetric and minimal
conﬁguration is required, the installation can be
accomplished quickly. The cluster can be conﬁgured
later via the web admin console. In other words,
nodes can be installed fast anywhere, anytime and
only later conﬁgured to form a new cluster or join an
existing one.

Simpliﬁed Installation
and Cluster Expansion
• Manual - for small footprint deployments using
ISO or disk on key
• Automatic - simultaneous installation of all nodes
with minimal initial conﬁguration and easy expansion
• Automatic discovery of new nodes

Three (3) or more physical servers,
with the following conﬁguration:
• SandyBridge CPU and higher.
• Minimum: 4GB per core
• Recommended: 8 to 12GB per Core.

About Stratoscale
Stratoscale is redeﬁning the data center,
developing a hardware-agnostic, software
platform converging compute, storage and
networking across the rack or data center.
The self-optimizing platform automatically
distributes all physical and virtual assets
and workloads in real time, delivering
“rack-scale economics” to data centers of
all sizes with unparalleled eﬃciency and
operational simplicity. Stratoscale is
backed by leading investors including:
Battery Ventures, Bessemer Venture Partners, Cisco, Intel and SanDisk.

• 1 x 256GB SSD or larger.
• 1 or more HDDs, NO RAID setup,
or a RAID 0 per HDD.
• Minimum of one 10Gbps NIC or faster
on each server.

• Flexible networking conﬁguration
• Post installation dynamic conﬁguration of cluster
members and storage pools
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For more information visit:
http://www.jtol.co.uk
Email: info@jtol.co.uk
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